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BOUNDARY POINTS OF JOINT NUMERICAL
RANGES

MUNEO CHO AND MAKOTO TAKAGUCHI

In this paper it is shown that the conical points of the
joint numerical range belong to the joint spectrum. More-
over, we discuss the bare points and extreme points of the
joint numerical ranges for the ^-tuples of commuting normal
operators and Toeplitz operators.

Introduction. The notion of the joint numerical range was first
investigated by Halmos ([6], Prob. 166). Dash [4] tried to find how
much of the knowledge about the numerical range in the single
operator case carried over to the analogous situation in the case of
an %-tuple of operators. Our purpose is to discuss the same subject
as his. Dash [4] studied particularly about the convexity of the
numerical range known as the Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem. Here we
shall, however, bring the boundary point of the numerical range
into focus. In the case of a single operator, many authors have
asserted the results referring to the relation between the numerical
range and spectrum. Concerning these, Dash [4], Juneja [8], Abramov
[1], Buoni and Wadhwa [3] have investigated the relation between
the joint spectrum and joint numerical range. Abramov [1] has
shown that the conical point of the closure of the joint numerical
range of A — (Alf , An) belongs to the joint approximate point
spectrum of A in the case of the family A consisting of self-adjoint
operators. In §1, our result shall be given more clearly than
Abramov's one even to the family of arbitrary operators, by means
of Hildebrandt's technique [7]. In §2, we shall introduce a class of
operator-families called joint normaloid. And, in §3, we shall discuss
the bare points and extreme points of joint numerical ranges for
the operator-families belonging to the joint normaloid.

Notation and definition* Throughout this paper, H will be a
complex Hubert space with the scalar product (, ) and the norm
|| ||, and all operators on H will be assumed to be linear and bounded.
Let A = (Alf , An) be an w-tuple of operators on H. The joint
numerical range of A is the subset W(A) of the ^-dimensional
unitary space Cn such that

W(A) = {((Axa?, x\ - , (Anx, x)):xeH, \\x\\ = 1} .

In the case of n = 1, it is the usual numerical range of an operator.
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We shall say that a point z = (zu , z J of Cn is in the joint
approximate point spectrum σπ(A) of A if there exists a sequence
{xt} of unit vectors in H such that

\\(zk - Afc)&i|| >0(i > oo) , k = l, > ,n .

A point 2; = (zlf , zn) will be called a jomί eigenvalue of A if
there exists a nonzero eigenvector x such that

Aft£ = zkx 9 k — 1, , n .

And a point 2 = (zlf , 2 J will be said to be in the jfomί residual
spectrum σr(A) of A if there exists a nonzero vector x such that

Afa? =^a? , k = 1, , n ,

where 2fc denotes the complex conjugate of zk. (Consult [5].)
Moreover, let A = (Ax, , An) be an w-tuple of mutually com-

muting operators. And let A" be the double commutant of A. Then
we shall say that a point z — (zl9 , z J of Cn is in the joint spectrum
σ(A) of A relative to A" if

for all Blf B2, -—, Bn in A", where / denotes the identity operator.
(Consult [5].)

1* Conical points*

DEFINITION 1. Let a closed subset K of Cn be called a closed
convex cone with vertex (0, , 0) whenever K satisfies the following
properties:

( 1 ) K + KaK,

( 2 ) aKczK for all α ^ O ,

( 3 ) Kf)(-K) = {(0, - . . , 0 ) } .

If, for FaCn and z = (zl9 - ,zn)eF, there exists a closed convex
cone if with vertex (0, •••,0) such that FCLK — Z, then we shall
call the point z a conical point of F.

THEOREM 1. Let A — (Al9 •••, A J be an n-tuple of arbitrary
operators. Ifz = (zlf •••,«») is a conical point of W(A) (throughout
we shall use the bar symbol for closure), then z belongs to the joint
approximate point spectrum σπ(A) of A. If, moreover, z is in W(A),
then z is a joint eigenvalue of A.
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the

conical point z of W(A) is (0, , 0). Then we can choose n linearly

independent vectors alf , an in Cn and n constants θl9 , 0Λ such

that 0 ^ θk < π, k = 1, -, n and

W(A) c {a.a, + + anan: 0 ̂  arg ak£θk,k = l, , w} .

Let a set {elf — , en} of vectors in Cn be a basis in C* such that
the ^th coordinate of ek is δ^ , k = 1, , n, and efc = Ti^i + +
T^α%, A; = 1, ••-,%. Putting

Bk = 7klAx + + 7knAn , k = 1, , w ,

it follows that

We shall apply Hildebrandt's method [7, p. 232] to the argument
follows. Let k be any fixed element in the index set {1, ••-,%}.
We put here

eiOk = Xk = μk + ivk ,

where μk, vk are real numbers. Since we can, moreover, assume θk

to be nonzero, vk is assumed to be nonzero. Therefore

(**) i = —(λ* - Λ) .

Furthermore, we decompose Bh such that

Bk = Xk + iYk,

where Xk, Yk are self-ad joint. Substituting the formula (**)kfor ΐ,

Here, we put

rp Λ7- μk ~y QTIΓI Si V

Then Tk9 Sk are self-ad joint and Bk = Tk + XkSk. Since (Bkx, x) =
(Tkxf x) + Xk(Skx, x) for every unit vector x9 Tk and Sk are positive
from (*).

Now, since z = (0, , 0) 6 tF(A), (0, , 0) e WζB) and then there
exists a sequence {&<} of unit vectors such that (Bkxi9 xt) —> 0(fc = 1,
•••, w, i—> oo). And, since (Tkxif xt) and (Skxi9 xt) also converge to
zero for every k, we have
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Bkxt >0(i > oo) , k = 1, •••, n

On the other hand, since the matrix M:

M =

is regular,

= if-

Hence we have Akxt-» 0(i —> °°), k = 1, - - , n. Thus we get the proof
of the first half of the theorem.

Next we assume that z = (0, , 0) e W(A). Then, there exists
a unit vector x such that (Akx, x) = 0, fc = 1, , n. So, if we take
x in place of the above sequence {x%), the proof of the latter half
of the theorem follows in the same way as the first half.

2* Joint normaloid operator-families*

DEFINITION 2. For any w-tuple A = (Au

the following nonnegative numbers:
, An) of operators,

|| A || = sup {(|| AlX ||2 + . . . + || Anx \\ψ2: II * || = 1} ,

w(A) = s u p { ( | ( A Λ x)\2 + + \(Anx, x)\T2: \\x\\ = 1} ,

r{A) = sup{(| ̂  |2 + . . . + I zn |2)1 / 2: z e σ(A)} ,

rπ(A) = supίd^l 2 + - + I ^ I T 2 : z e σπ(A)}

are called the joint operator norm, joint numerical radius, joint
spectral radius and joint approximate point spectral radius respec-
tively, of A.

DEFINITION 3. An %-tuple A = (Alf , An) of operators is said
to belong to the joint normaloid or to be joint normaloid if w(A) =

In order to show the following propositions we need the following
results shown by Dash [5].

First, suppose that A = (Al9 , An) is a commuting w-tuple of
normal operators. Then there exists a measure space (X; μ) and a
set of bounded measurable functions φl9 , φn in L°°(X; μ) such that
each Ak is unitary equivalent to the multiplication by φk on L2(X; μ),
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k = 1, •••, n. That is,

Akf = φJ for all feL\X;μ), k = l,. ,n.

And the joint spectrum of A is the joint essential range of φ =
(Φu m"f Φn), that is, the set of all the points z = (zl9 , zn) in Cn

such that for every ε > 0

J"({* e l : Σ \φk(t) - zk\< ε j ) > 0 .

And the joint spectrum of A is equal to the joint approximate point
spectrum of A, i.e., σ{A) = 0v(A).

Secondly, suppose that φ = (φlf - - -, φn) is an w-tuple of bounded
measurable function on the unit circle and Lφ = (LΦι, , L#Λ) and
Γ^ = (Γ#l, •••, TΦn) are the ^-tuples of the Laurent operators on L2

and Toeplitz operators on H2 respectively induced by φ. That is,
for each k = 1, •••,%,

L,fc/ = &/ for all / e L2, and Γ,fc/ = PL, ,/ for all / e H2 ,

where P denotes the projection from L2 onto i ϊ 2 . Then the joint
spectrum of Lφ is a subset of the joint approximate point spectrum
of Tφ, i.e., σ(Lφ)aσπ(TΦ). If, furthermore, all TΦk, k = 1, •••, w, are
analytic, i.e., all ^& belong to ϋΓ°°, then the joint spectrum of TΦ is
the closure of the joint residual spectrum of it. (Consult Dash [5].)

PROPOSITION 1. If A — (Al9 , An) is a commuting n-tuple of
normal operators, then \\A\\ = w(A) = r(A), and so A is joint
normaloid.

Proof. Since σ(A) = σπ(A), it follows that w(A) ^ r{A). On the
other hand, it follows that

I! A ||2 =

and

r(A)2 = sup JΣ|^ | 2 :^{ ίGX:Σ |^(ί) - s4| < ε | ) > 0 for any ε>θ} ,

from the definition and the above Dash's results. Since

μ({teX:±\φk(t)\2>r(A)ty = 0,

it follows that
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( Σ \Φk(t)\*\f(t)\*(dμ)(t) ^ r(Afλ \f\*dμ ̂  r{Af

Hence || A| | ^ r(A). So, the proof is complete.

PROPOSITION 2. // Tφ = (TΦl, , TΦn) is an n-tuple of Toeplitz
operators, then || Tφ\\ = w(Tφ) = rπ(Tφ), and so Tφ is joint normaloid.
Moreover, if Tφ is an n-tuple of analytic Toeplitz operators, then
\\TΦ\\ =w(TΦ) = r(Tφ).

Proof. I t holds that || TΦ\\ ^ \\LΦ\\ ^ r(Lφ) ^ rπ{Tφ) ^ w{TΦ) ^

|| 7^||. So, the first half is proved. Moreover, if TΦl, , TΦn are all

analytic, then σ(TΦ) = σr(TΦ)czW(Tφ). Hence

rπ(TΦ) ^ r(TΦ) ^ w(TΦ) ,

and so the latter half is proved, too.

3* The bare points and extreme points of the joint normal'
oid operator-family*

DEFINITION 4. Let if be a bounded and connected set in C\
The point a of K will be called an extreme point of K if no line
segment joining any two points of K other than a contains a. And
the point β of K will be called a bare point of K if there exists
a spherical surface through β such that no points of K lie outside
this spherical surface.

The set of the bare points of K is included in the set of extreme
points of K and dense in it (cf. Berberian [2], p. 181).

THEOREM 2. Let A = (Alf -—,An) be an n-tuple of operators
such that A — z = (Ax — zu , An — zn) is joint normaloid for every
point z = (zlf - , z J in C\ If a = (alf •••,«») is an extreme point
of W(A), then a belongs to the joint approximate point spectrum
σπ(A) of A. If, moreover, a is a bare point of W(A), then a is a
joint eigenvalue of A.

Proof. Observing the joint approximate point spectrum is closed,

it is sufficient for the proof to show that a e σπ(A) if a is a bare

point of W(A). So, now, let a be a bare point of W(A). Then there

exists a spherical surface S with the central point z = (zlf •••,£*)

such that no points of W(A) lie outside S and a is on S. Thus,

( n \ 1/2

Σ I α* - *k \2) = w(A - z) = || A - s ||
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and there exists a sequence {xτ) of unit vectors such that

((A* - zk)xif x%) • ak - zk(i > oo) , k = 1, , n .

Consequently,

- {ak - s ^ l l 2

Σ 11(4* ,K|| Σ
k=i Jfc=i

= Σ II (Ak - z»)st||* - 2 Re Σ («; - zΓ)((At - «»)**, »«)
J f c l fcl

Hence aeσπ(A). The latter half is also proved in the same way as
the first half.

REMARK. In the case of a single operator, if A — z is normaloid
for every complex number z, Hildebrandt [7] said A to belong to
operator-class C3.

COROLLARY 1. For any n-tuple A — (Al9 •••, An) of operators,

w(A) = || A || if and only if rπ(A) =

COROLLARY 2. Let A = (Al9 , AJ δe cm n-tuple of commut-
ing normal operators. If a is an extreme point of W(A), then
a e σπ{A). If a is a bare point of W(A), then a is a joint eigenvalue
of A.

COROLLARY 3. Let A = (Al9 •••, AJ be an n-tuple of Toeplitz

operators. If a is an extreme point of W(A), then aeσπ(A).

Dash [4] has shown that W(A) is convex, if A = (Al9 , AJ is
a commuting w-tuple of normal operators or an w-tuple of Toeplitz
operators (see Thm. 2.5 and Thm. 2.6 in [4]). Now, we recall that
o(A) = σπ(A) c W(A) if A is a commuting w-tuple of normal operators.
And if Tφ is an w-tuple of analytic Toeplitz operators, then σ(Tφ) =
σr(Tφ) c W(Tψ). Consequently, we get the followings.

COROLLARY 4 ([4], Thm. 2.8). Let A = (Al9 •••, AJ be a com-

muting n-tuple of normal operators. Then we have

= W(A) ,

where Σ (̂ (̂ -)) denotes the convex hull of σ(A).

COROLLARY 5 ([4], Thm. 2.10). Let TΦ = (TΦl, , TΦn) be an
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n-tuple of Toeplitz operators. Then we have

Σ(σπ(TΦ))=W(TΦ).

C O R O L L A R Y 6 ( [ 4 ] , C o r . 2 . 1 1 ) . L e t TΦ = (TΦί, •••, TΦJ be an n -
tuple of analytic Toeplitz operators. Then we have

Σ (σ(TΦ)) = W(TΦ) .

In the case of single operators, Klein [9] has shown that the
numerical range of a Toeplitz operator has no extreme points if it
is nonconstant. Next, we shall generalize his result for the case of
operator-families.

PROPOSITION 3. Let Tφ = (TΦl, , TΦn) be an n-tuple of Toeplitz
operators. Unless the joint numerical range of TΦ consists of only
one pointf it has no extreme points and so it is an open set.

Proof. Now, suppose that there exists an extreme point in
W(TΦ) and that z = (zl9 •••, zn) is its point. Then there exists an
n x n unitary matrix U:

u =
« i i

such that the point anzx + a12z2 + + alnzn in C is the extreme
point of the numerical range of the operator T = anTΦί + a12TΦi +
• + alnTΦn and T is nonconstant. So, since the operator T is also
Toeplitz, it is impossible from Klein's results. Therefore, the joint
numerical range of TΦ has no extreme points.

We would like to express our thanks to the referee for his
useful comments.
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